Horror
In a 1983 cult slasher film directed by Robert Hiltzik set at one of these places, it is revealed in the
final shot that the killer was a little boy being forced to live as a girl and experiencing extreme
gender dysphoria. The odd musical slasher hybrid film Stage Fright is largely set at one of these
places. An iconic horror poster featuring a shadowy figure holding a pair of garden shears aloft is
for the Burning, a film set in one of these places. The 1978 film Pirana is set at one of these places, as
is the 2015 movie Final Girls. A cheesy monologue set on a bus ride from one of these places closes a
Childish Gambino album named for one of theme. A series of promiscuous teens at one of these places
next to Crystal Lake are killed by Mrs. Voorhees, who blames her son Jason’s death on workers at one of
these places. For 10 points name these locations prominent in the Friday the 13th series, which allow
teens to go into the woods and be murdered by slashers.
ANSWER: summer camps
The Ahool is a hug bat-like creature with a chimp’s face from this country’s mythology.Shudder
recently premiered Satan’s Slaves, the first large budget horror movie from this country. Several
investigative journalists infiltrate a cult in this country in one of the shorts from VHS 2. A
documentary from this country follows an opthamologist who reluctantly treats several of the men
responsible for killing his brother. That film set in this country is a sequel to an earlier Joshua
Oppenheimer film from here that portrayed several aging hired guns reenacting the murders they carried
out in the sixity in a series of increasingly bizarre homages to Hollywood genre films. A series of 1965-66
mass killings in this country targeted leftists and ethnic Chinese, and led to the demise of the PKI and a
leader who in the 1950s had gained independence for this country from the Netherlands. For 10 points,
name this country where the government of Suharto carried out mass killing in Java and Sumatra.
ANSWER: Indonesia
A spinky morphing space parasite menances a man in a women who lock themselves in one of these
places in the 2008 monster flick Splinter. An army of six inch tall space Nazis terrorize a character
played by Lily Rose Depp in one of these places in the film Yoga Hosers. Two bullies are killed by
the title car at one of these locations in the film Christine. Several people are incinerated at one of these
locations in Hitchcock's The Birds. The first scene where someone is asked to bet their life on a coin toss
in No Country for Old Men takes place in one of these places. Ed Ruscha took a series of 26 pictures of
these places across the country in a pioneering work of conceptual art. For 10 points, name these places
where characters often stop in road movies, operated by BP or Shell.
ANSWER: gas stations
Neal Stephenson’s 2015 novel Seveneves focuses on humankind's attempt to survive an apocalypse
cause by events involving this location. The last remaining humans inhabit this location in the novel
Steel Beach by John Varley. In the 2002 film version of H G Wells Time Machine, an incident in
this place in 2038 causes the collapse of modern society. Eggman partially destroys this place using
six of the Chaos emeralds in Sonic Adventure 2. In a 2009 film, Sam Rockwell plays a solitary miner who
discovers he is a clone while working in this location. In a 2018 movie, a character played by Ryan

Gosling deposits an item belonging to his dead daughter in this place after traveling there with much
difficulty. For 10 points, name this location central to the goal of the film First Man.
ANSWER: the Moon
 film recently restored by Nicolas Winding Refn set in this US state tells the story of two siblings
A
incest affair and is called Spring Night Summer Night.The severely deformed Raymond Robinson
was a local legend in this state in the 1920s and 1930s, as he would walk the roads at night and
inadvertently frighten people, who called him Charlie No Face. Haunted sites in this state include
the Ghostly Bride of City Tavern, the Eastern State Penitentiary, and the Congelier Mansion.
Other local legends in this state include the Seven Gates of Hell in Hellam Township, the Eerie Blue
Mist Road, the Wandering Bus in its biggest city and the Goblin of Easton. Another goblin like
creature from this state has been compared to a gastly empty eyed muppet, who has nonetheless massively
boasted attendance for the team he represents. For 10 points, name this state home to the kind of scary
hockey mascot Gritty.
ANSWER: Pennsylvania
According to the Goetia, this figure has knowledge of all arts and secret things and truthfully must
answer all questions posed to him. This figure, who appear in the 2014 film Last Shift is often
depicted riding a camel and can remain underwater indefinitely and can make armor appear at
will. A ceremony for this figure involves being dressed in all white and being shower by gold coins. A
headless corpse is discovered in an attic under the sigil of this figure. It is learned in a book belonging to
Helen that this one of the eight kings of hell requires a male human body so he can come back to life,
which is stymied when it turns out the Charlie was born a girl. This figure finally processes Peter’s body
as he finally encounters a cult in a treehouse at the end of a 2018 film. For 10 points, name this demon
from the Lesser Key of Solomon who grants great wealth and appears in the film Hereditary.
ANSWER: Paimon
Emily Grant Hutchings wrote her novel Jap Herron with the help of one of these objects. The use of
these objects may have their origins in planchette fuji writing popular in the Song Dynasty. The
film I Am Zozo focuses on the use of one of these objects. Businessman Elijah Bond was the largest
manufacturer of the commercial version of these objects. W B yeats long poem A Vision was
inspired by one of these objects. James Merrill's epic poem the Changing Light at Sandover was
inspired by he and his partner David Jackson’s repeated use of one of these objects over several decades.
Michael Faraday elucidated the method of table turning in causing these object to work. A 2016 prequel
named for one of these objects is subtitled Origin of Evil. For 10 points, name this item that features an
array of numbers and letter and the words yes and no, often used with a cup to contact the spirit world.
ANSWER: Ouija Boards
Note, specific term required. A video based work in this genre involves a teen girl caring for a
deformed baby like monster named Allan, supposed created by her mad scientist father, an
includes optional subtitles that narrate the internal thoughts of the speaker. A crossover between
two works in this genre involved a fictional Thai disease and a woman who dies but is preserved on
tumblr by her guardian angel. The church of higher truth, seventy broad and Tengri 137 are all

examples of work in the genre created in 2018. 1999’s Ong’s Hat is thought to be one of the first
works in this genre, and the most influential. The Halo 2 promotional campaign I Love Bees is a work
in this genre. Though it is not a musical genre, the Nine Inch Nails album Year Zero was framed as a
work in this genre, set in a world where rock has become illegal. Cicada 3301 is thought to be a very
complicated work in this genre. The twitter accounts teletubby facts and thesunvanished are storytelling
projects in this genre. Media as diverse as Frog Fractions 2 and Qanon are usually both placed under this
umbrella term. For 10 points give this term that describes interactive narratives with real world and media
components that may be altered by players ideas or actions.
ANSWER: Alternate reality games
HARD TRASH
A man in this series explains the difference between male and female sexuality by talking about the reproductive
capabilities of a island with 99 men and one woman and an island with 99 woman and one man. A different scene in
this series features a scene in a Byzantine chapel featuring eyeless painting where a woman suggestively licks her
folded prayer hands after mocking another character’s fetizazation of Christianity. The second film in the series,
which happen nearly in real time, begins in a bookstore and ends at a woman’s apartment after travel by foot, ferry,
and taxi through the streets of  Paris. That film in this series ends with a woman playing a Waltz on the guitar
inspired by events in a previous film, and a discussion of the concert antics of Nina Simone. The two main
characters of these films first meet after discussing what a German couple was arguing about on a train, after which
they explore Vienna together. Both filmed and set nine years apart, for 10 points, name this trilogy of film starring
Ethan Hawke and Julie Delpy as troubled lovers which mostly consist of dialogue between the two, by Richard
Linklater.
ANSWER: Before Trilogy (accept any answer involving Before Sunrise; Before Midnight or Before Sunset)
Jarring cuts in this film include a shot of a cityscape with police sirens in the background to the siren in a
little boy’s toy police car, and a villain reaching for the protagonist’s head to the loud slamming of a car
trunk. Midway through this film, a dreamlike sequence of scenes repeatedly feature the protagonist waking
up to a TV New program discussing a New Economic Plan and a Citizen’s Happiness index. In this film the
protagonist takes a job acting in the TV thriller Double Bind where she gets a bigger role by agreeing to
appear in a scene where she is brutally gang rapes in a strip club; later in the film she fend off a real would-be
rapist in that same room. After learning about the internet and a getting a computer, the protagonist of this
film learns that someone is impersonating her on a website called referring to the protagonist’s room. Using
the same dreamlike editing and animation as its director’s other most well known film (*) Paprika, this film
focuses on a former pop singer turned exploitation actress named Mima who is menaced by a stalker called
Me-Mania and her agent who believes herself to be the true Mima. For 10 points name this acclaimed 1997 anime
thriller directed by Satoshi Kon, named for a color
ANSWER: Perfect Blue
This episode opens with a close up shot of a man assuring his lover that if the power were to go out in the
hospital on the way to delivery her baby, he would deliver it himself “in front of God and everyone”. After
two characters in this episode discuss a circle of twelve sycamores in the woods relating to the legendary
burial place of King Arthur, a character whose truck was recently stolen says that King Arthur is buried in
England, at least last he has heard. In this episode a character who for most of the show believes she is an 18
year old high school senior regains her awareness that she is actually 35. This episode ends with a man

squeezing out an entire tube of toothpaste, violently smashing his head in a mirror and mockingly repeating
“how’s (*) Annie”. Earlier in this episode that character passes through a red curtain in the middle of the woods and
enters the Black Lodge, a surreal dimension where he encounters a giant, a dancing dwarf, and Laura Palmer, whose
statement that she’ll see him in 25 years may refers to the real life time in between producing of seasons of its show.
For 10 points, name this episode of Twin Peaks were agent Cooper saves Annie from Windom Earle, only to be
possessed by Killer Bob, the final episode of the show made in the 1990s.
ANSWER: “Beyond Life and Death” (accept Season Two Finale of Twin Peaks; accept Season Two Ep. 22 of
Twin Peaks)

The earliest of these designations refer to the central figure as “Dippy.” Sources disagree over
whether these designations give the central figure an abbreviation that can read G G G G. 1950s
shows use the term George Geef for this designation, while more contemporary sources give this
designation with a terminal -us and followed by the phrase D Dawg. The ambiguity involving these
aliases does not extend to the central figure’s son, who is always called Max. For 10 points, give these
ways of referring to a disney anthropomorphic dog.
ANSWER: Names of Goofy
Description acceptable. A quote about this situation is sampled at the beginning of the Guns n
Roses song Civil War. A phrase about this situation is prefaced by a speech suggesting a prisoner
get used to the sound of his chains. A phrase about this situation was number 11 on the AFI list of
greatest film quotes. A song about this situation opens “hey girl stop what you're doing, hey girl
you’ll drive me to ruin.” That song goes on to mention a situation that's always the same leading to
a “nervous breakdown” that could “drive one insane.” That song about this situation is the first
original song ever written by Led Zeppelin. Strother Martin delivers a quote about this situation to a
stubborn prisoner played by Paul Newman in a 1967 film. For 10 points, describe this situation referenced
in a line from Cool Hand Luke.
ANSWER: failure to communicate
A species of this animal is named for the Kayan River. The names of these animals come from the
dutch for clown, alluding to their facial markings. In a surreal scene from the Soviet war film Come
and See, a Nazi commander plays with one of these animals as a Belarusian village is being
destroyed. The motion of these animals are often described as snakelike due to their higher number
of vertebrae than other animals in their order. These animals are in the same family as angwantibos
and pottos. These animals come in slow and slender varies. For 10 points, name these small, big eyed
primates native to South and Southeast Asia which are cruelly tickled in viral videos.
ANSWER: Loris
A building by the architect serves as the mansion of a female automobile tycoon in the 1934 film
Female. In the 1980s sci fi film Timestalkers, time travel is invented in a building by this architect.
A building by this architect serves as a psychiatric clinic in the neo noir film A Passion to Kill. That
building by this architect also serves as the title structure in the 1950s horror movie The House on
Haunted Hill. That same building by this architect also serves as Deckard's house in Blade Runner.
A Simon and Garfunkel song about this man remembers a time when “you and I would harmonize til

dawn.” The Ennis House was built in the Mayan revival style by, for 10 points, what creator of
Fallingwater.
ANSWER Frank Lloyd Wright
The Big Pig Jig, the largest barbecue festival in the American Southeast, takes place in a Georgia town of
this name which is the seat of Dooly County. An Ultravox album of this name contains the songs
“Sleepwalk” and “Passing Strangers”. Ferdinand Ritter von Hebra pioneered the modern study of
dermatology while working in this city in the late 19th century. Otto Benesch led a school of art history
based in this city, which was also home to a namesake group of philosophers led by Moritz Schlcik. The
serial twelve tone technique was pioneered in this city by Alban Berg, Anton Webern, and Arnold
Schoenberg, who were part of a second school named for this city. For 10 points, name this capital of
Austria.
ANSWER: Vienna
In a Peter Milne Greiner story one of these events prompts the writing of a fictional Rebecca Solnit book
about how one of these events caused an exclave to emerge in Baja California. An Adam Johnson story
set after one of these event centers on a UPS driver who is trying to locate the mother of his young son
while his estranged father is dying in California, and is called one of these things “anonymous”. One of
the earliest pieces considered to be American literature is a Cabeza de Vaca account of one of these
events in 1527. One of these natural event occurs in chapter 18 of Their Eyes Were Watching God. The
aftermath of one of these events is the subject of the Spike Lee documentary When the Levee Broke. For
10 points, name these natural disasters which are given names like Ike, Harvey, Irma, and Katrina.
ANSWER: Hurricane
A band with this title recently covered Bob Dylan with their song “(I’m A) Rolling Stone” from their
2018 album A Productive Cough. In a play with this name, an old man delivers a speech in which he
compares himself to the raging sea and his mutilated daughter to the howling wind. The play of this title
features many puns on the word hand after a character has her hands and tongue removed so she cannot
name her attacks to her uncle Marcus. The band of this title is a New Jersey based punk band known for
their albums Airing of Grievances a nd The Monitor. The play of this title features Aaron the Moor scheme
with Tamora, Queen of the Goths to harm the family of the title character, including orehctraing the rape
and mutilaation of his duaghter Livinia. Shakespeare’s earliest and bloodiest tragedy is titled for, for 10
points, what Roman general?
ANSWER: Titus Andronicus
An English electronic producer with this surname began his career as the keyboardist for Imogen Heap,
before going on to work with Brian Eno on the album Small Craft on a Milk Sea, and creating solo
albums like 2013’s Immunity and 2018’s Singularity. An abolitionist with this surname cofounded a
notable school of nursing with Florence Nightingale. Robert Graves edited set of poems by a poet with
this surname, one of which begins “I wake and feel the fall of dark not day”. Another poem by that
Christian poet with this surname notse “As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame”. That poet with
this surname also wrote “Carrion Comfort” and some Terrible Sonnets. For 10 points, name this surname
shared by the Maryland college namesake Johns and the sprung rhythm poet Gerald Manley.

ANSWER: Hopkins
Description acceptable. A Dan Bern song about this event has a chorus featuring the phrase
“seventy-sixty eight”. The mockumentary Seven Days in Hell was largely inspired by this event. A
participant in this event claimed he could have eaten 12 Big Macs, but instead drank some coconut water
and a recovery shake, alongside some take out food bought for him by Andy Roddick. After this event
was called for darkness a second time, the crowd chanted “we want more”. The winner of this match lost
the next match of its tournament to Thiemo de Bakker in just 76 minutes. The scoreboard for this match
notably froze at 47-47, prompting announcers to instruct everyone to add 50 to the displayed scores
during this match. For 10 points, name the participants in or identify the most notable thing about this
2011 Wimbledon Tennis Match between an American and a Frenchmen.
ANSWER: Isner v Mahut 11 hour five minute match
This company re-made the Of Montreal song “Wraith Pinned to the Mist and Other Games” in a catchy
jingle from a 2006 TV ad. Brett from Flight of the Conchords appears in an ad for this company in which
he cannot seem to recall his earliest memory of a certain country. This Tampa based company operates a
namesake super PAC, which is the second largest campaign contributor to Republican candidates in the
food and beverage sector of the economy after the National Restaurant association.The discontinued
Awesome Blossom and the Texas Rose are knock off products meant to imitate the most famous product
of this company. According to an oft-mocked forum post, quiz bowl is not like this restaurant chain
because quiz bowl has rules. For 10 points, name this restaurant chain which features the slogan “no rules,
just right”, an Australian themed chain of steakhouses.
ANSWER: Outback Steakhouse

